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Total biomass and areal biomass density are often necessary to establish

ecological relationships and enable informed management decisions, in

particular setting fisheries catch limits. Further refining these estimates to sub-

population biomass based on length informs ecological models of predator-prey

dynamics, ecosystem energy transfer and biogeochemical cycles; however,

measures of uncertainty in these per-length biomass estimates are needed.

We present a statistical method to calculate the per-length biomass of Antarctic

krill (Euphausia superba) from conversion factors using acoustic and net sample

data. Variability in krill length-frequency, and wetmass introduced by net

sampling is also explored through non-parametric bootstrapping. We applied

this method on a 1 mm length window to active acoustic and net sample data

collected during an Antarctic krill biomass survey in CCAMLR Division 58.4.2 (62

– 67°S; 55 – 80°E, with a survey area of 775,732 km2) performed between

February – March 2021. We found that 77% of the total estimated biomass was

attributable to krill of length 14 – 49 mm. The largest biomass of krill in a single

length bin was estimated as 340,000 t (95% CI: 148,000 - 408,000 t) and was

found in the 49 mm length bin (i.e., 48.5 to 49.5 mm). This method will allow

future surveys (with sufficient data) to estimate biomass of krill on a per-length

basis along with associated uncertainty (confidence intervals) derived from net

sampling and so may be used to provision size-based ecosystem models with

krill biomass.

KEYWORDS

conversion factor, length-wetmass relationship, length-frequency, size distribution,
net sampling
1 Introduction

Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) are a keystone species in Southern Ocean

ecosystems, preyed on by whales, seals, seabirds and fish. With a circumpolar biomass

of more than 300 million tons (Atkinson et al., 2009), Antarctic krill have a strong influence
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on biogeochemical cycles (Cavan et al., 2019, Ratnarajah, 2021,

Smith et al., submitted) and contribute to the largest fishery in the

Southern Ocean (Meyer et al., 2020). Environmental pressures as a

result of climate change, including rising sea surface temperatures,

sea ice melt and ocean acidification negatively impact Antarctic krill

reproduction and recruitment (Moline et al., 2004, Veytia et al.,

2021, Kawaguchi et al., 2011; Kawaguchi et al., 2013). This, in

combination with an expanding fishery (CCAMLR, 2019), is

expected to influence future Antarctic krill populations. Due to

the significant role Antarctic krill (hereafter krill) play in Southern

Ocean ecosystems, understanding the long-term trajectories for

their populations and distributions is critical to sustainable

management (Constable and de la Mare, 1996; Meyer et al., 2020).

Predators tend to be larger than their prey and the body size of

an organism typically decreases with increasing abundance

(Blanchard et al., 2017). Krill total length is proportional to the

energy available to predators (Reid and Croxall, 2001) and the

amount of biogenic and inorganic carbon retained or released by

the animal (Wilson et al., 2009, Cavan et al., 2019, Clarke and

Morris, 1983). Therefore, size-specific biomass may be used to

inform trophodynamic and biogeochemical models. In fisheries,

length and stock size is used to classify juvenile or spawning

populations, estimate recruitment, and protect key reproductive

areas (Larkin, 1978; Galaiduk et al., 2018). Furthermore, accurate

estimates of juvenile krill abundance are required to map transport

pathways from spawning grounds with oceanographic currents

(Veytia et al., 2021; Bhattacharya, 1967). Measures of uncertainty

in biomass estimates are needed to capture the sensitivity of models,

particularly when considering impacts to ecosystems under
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changing climate conditions (Bryndum-Buchholz et al., 2019;

Lotze et al., 2019).

Antarctic krill biomass is typically estimated from ship-based

acoustic-trawl surveys (e.g., Krafft et al., 2021 and Bairstow et al.,

2022, but see Cutter et al., 2022 for alternative sampling platforms).

Currently, a single biomass estimate for the survey area is

determined from the fisheries (active) acoustic and net sample

data. The acoustic data is sampled along line transects and is used to

sample krill in space, whereas the net data is used to sample krill

demographics, length distribution and the length to wetmass

relationship. The acoustic data do not sample krill density

directly, so the net data are used to scale the acoustic data using a

single survey-specific conversion factor.

The conversion factor C transforms a linear form of reflected

acoustic energy (Nautical Area Scattering Coefficient, (sA [m2 nmi-

2]; Maclennan et al., 2002) arising from krill into an areal biomass

density rA [g m-2]. In addition to the krill length frequency

distribution and krill length to wetmass relationship, a length

dependent target strength (spherical scattering cross-section, ssp)
is also required to calculate the conversion factor (Calise and Skaret,

2011; Han et al., 2020; Bairstow et al., 2021). For a single survey, it is

possible to use sA data to map the distribution of relative krill

densities, but for repeat or interannual surveys the krill

demographic parameters will change making the use of sA
tenuous. This is because the same value of sA may be generated

by different areal densities of krill with different length-frequency

distributions (Figure 1).

There are potential sources of uncertainty in the conversion

factor. Krill swarms have demonstrated size sorting mechanisms in
FIGURE 1

Two near-identical swarms may have a Nautical Area Scattering Coefficient (sA) value of 100 m2 nmi-2, yet comprise krill of different mean areal
densities, length frequency distributions and wetmass demonstrating the importance of net samples to obtain information of krill demographics.
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the field, meaning net sampling strategy may influence the length

frequency distribution of krill measured from net samples (Watkins

et al., 1992; Watkins, 1986) particularly when insufficient trawls are

performed. Additionally, while total length measurements may be

straightforward at sea, measuring krill wetmass on a moving vessel

is challenging. As a result, many biomass surveys use established

length-wetmass relationships, such as those described by Hewitt

et al. (2004) and Morris et al. (1988), see for example Krafft et al.

(2021). Such relationships assume a standard growth rate for all

krill, i.e., a single regression line is fitted, and are often based on data

from krill collected in West Antarctic (e.g. Morris et al., 1998;

Hewitt et al., 2004), therefore may not be representative of krill

collected in other locations. Variability in both krill length to

wetmass relationships and length frequency distributions should

be accounted for in calculation of conversion factors and associated

confidence intervals.

The objective of this research is to develop methods enabling

estimation of per-length krill biomass and variability attributed to

net sampling. We apply the method to data from a recent (2021)

acoustic-trawl survey of krill conducted in the East Antarctic in

CCAMLR Division 58.4.2 (775,732 km2, Cox et al., 2022). Our

method estimates biomass of krill in 1 mm length bins and

associated measures of reliability using conversion factors with

data derived from net samples.

2 Methods

2.1 Calculating the conversion factor

The conversion factor for a traditional krill biomass survey is

calculated using:

C = o
fi  W(Li)

ofissp(Li)
� 1

18522˙
(1)

where Li denotes the mid-length of the ith length bin, fi is the

frequency of occurrence of krill in the ith length bin, W(Li) is the

estimated wetmass of an individual at length i and ssp (Li) is the

spherical cross-section scattering coefficient of krill at Li. The

second term is applied to convert areal biomass density from

nautical miles-2 to m-2.

Krill wetmass (g) was modelled as a power law in a standard

measure of body length (L, mm)

W   =   aLb (2)

where a and b are coefficients to be estimated. This relation was

fitted to the net sample data by (nonlinear) generalized least squares

(Pinheiro and Bates, 2023), assuming the error variance is

proportional to the power of the predicted weight to allow for

any heteroscedasticity in the data. A self-starting routine was

implemented to establish suitable starting parameters for the

power law and avoid convergence failures (Pinheiro and

Bates, 2000).

The biomass density, B, for a survey is calculated by:

B =  C  � sA (3)
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where sA is the mean sA for the survey area.

The per-length conversion factor for the jth length interval were

calculated by the ratio:

Cj =
fj  W(Lj)

on
i=1fissp(Li)

� 1
18522

(4)

where n is the number of length bins. And Cj can be written as:

Cj =
fjW(Lj)

K
(5)

where K is the normalizing factor:

K   =   18522 �on
i=1fissp(Li) (6)

Per-length conversion factors (Cj) were calculated and applied

to sA to produce per-length biomass (Bi),

Bi = Cj � sA (7)

Where the sum of Cj is equal to C for the total survey and the

sum of Bi equals the survey biomass.
2.2 Estimating uncertainty

The uncertainty in both the length specific and total conversion

factors is estimated by non-parametric bootstrap (Tibshirani and

Efron, 1993) over net hauls (see Supplementary Materials).

Bootstrap samples are drawn by resampling (n = 2000) with

replacement hauls from the net sample data. For each bootstrap

sample, the length frequency distribution and length-wetmass

relationship are re-estimated and used to determine new length

specific and total conversion factors. The percentiles of the

conversion factors derived from the bootstrap samples provide

approximate confidence intervals for the conversion factors

derived from the actual sample.
2.3 Data description

Acoustic and net sample data used in this study are described in

Cox et al. (2022). Briefly acoustic data was collected along six

latitudinal transects (62 - 68°S, 55 - 80°E), using a cold-water

calibrated EK80 scientific echosounder (Simrad, Horten, Norway).

All acoustic data processing was performed on the 120 kHz

frequency using the ‘swarms-based’ method (CCAMLR, 2017;

Krafft et al., 2021), however this method of calculating per-length

biomass could also be applied to other target classification methods

such as ‘dB-differencing’.

Net samples were taken using a rectangular mid-water trawl

(RMT8 + 1, mesh size 4.5 mm, Roe and Shale, 1979). Both routine

and target trawls were performed throughout the survey. Routine

trawls were performed at regular intervals along transects in< 200 m

depth, with the net open for an average of 20 minutes (n = 18).

Target trawls were performed spontaneously in response to

detection of an acoustic target (n = 41). Up to 250 krill were
frontiersin.org
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measured for total length (using S1 method, Mauchline et al., 1980)

from each station. From 16 stations, a further 10 - 60 krill were

subsampled for wetmass measurements using onboard motion-

compensated balances (Ohaus AX224, Parsippany, USA). For a

complete description of acoustic methods and total survey biomass

determination see Cox et al. (2022).

All data were accessed at: https://data.aad.gov.au/metadata/

AAS_4512_TEMPO_bioacoustics.

Spherical cross-section scattering coefficients (target strengths,

TS) were taken from the 120 kHz target strength values

(TS = 10log10(4pssp)) calculated by the 2019 CCAMLR Area 48

Survey (Krafft et al., 2021). The effect of target strength variability

on biomass estimates has been explored by Bairstow et al. (2022),

and will therefore not be considered at length in this study.
3 Results

3.1 Krill length frequency distribution

Krill total length ranged from 14.4 - 60.0 mm. Length frequency

distributions from all trawls had a platykurtic distribution

(Figure 2) and showed no apparent trend between stations

(Bairstow et al., 2022; Cox et al., 2022). The mean length of krill

caught by target trawls was 40.6 ± 7.1 mm compared to a marginally

greater mean of 41.4 ± 7.8 mm caught by routine trawls. An

asymptotic two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test)

revealed significant variability in the length frequency

distributions achieved by the two net haul methods (D = 0.087,

p-value = 4.01 x 10-6), but it is unclear if this distribution difference

is due to inherent sampling variability, rather than the trawling

strategy used, i.e., routine or target trawling. Indeed, when the

routine trawls were randomly assigned into two groups by trawl

number (n = 7 trawls in each group), the KS-test result was (D =

0.1714, p-value = 1 x 10-7) and for target trawls (n = 10 in each

group; D = 0.2505, p-value< 2.2 x 10-16), suggesting that sampling

variability is of a similar magnitude to net sampling method.
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3.2 Krill length-wetmass relationship

Krill length to wetmass data followed a power law (Figure 3)

and were modeled as such (Equ. 2) producing a mean coefficient (a,

× 10-6) of 4.4 (CV = 14.5%) and exponent (b) of 3.16 (CV = 1.26%).

Increasing variability with length could be observed in the length-

wetmass data, therefore a variance proportional to a 0.91 power of

weight was used to normalize the data. Use of generalized nonlinear

least squares to fit the length-wetmass relationship allowed for this

heteroscedasticity to be captured in the model, where a nonlinear

least squares fit would not (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1).

Overlap in length and wetmass was observed between, male, female,

and juvenile krill (Figure 3 box plots). Sex and stage may influence

the variance observed in length to wetmass relationships. However,

as the overlap makes it difficult to differentiate subpopulations, the

effect of sex and stage on the length to wetmass relationship is not

considered further.
3.3 Per-length conversion factors, biomass
and uncertainty

With a survey-specific length-wetmass relationship (calculated

here using generalized least squares) and length-target strength

relationship provided by Krafft et al. (2021), conversion factors and

biomass could be calculated for each 1 mm integer length of krill

weighted by the frequency of occurrence at each length (from 10 –

65 mm, Figure 4).

Per-length conversion factors represent a fraction of the total

survey conversion factor, ranging from 2.81 × 10-6 to 0.025. When

applied to sA the largest Bi was observed for 49 mm krill at 346,847 t

(95%: 217,638 – 490,742 t). The minimum Bi was 38.8 t (95%: 0 –

145.6 t) for 14 mm krill. Krill with lengths 14 – 49 mm contributed

77.1% of total biomass (Supplementary Figure S2). Length classes

where conversion factors are equal to zero represent unobserved
FIGURE 2

Histogram of observed krill length frequencies at 1 mm intervals
from routine trawls (light grey) and target trawls (dark grey) with
frequency polygon for the distribution of all net samples based on
densities overlaid (solid black line).
FIGURE 3

Length-wetmass relationship with 95% confidence intervals from
bootstrapping (Section 2.2) overlayed in grey. Marginal boxplot
quantiles for krill length (top) and weight (right) by sex are displayed
for juveniles (J), adult and subadult males (M) and females (F).
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lengths from this dataset; here one may elect Bayesian

bootstrapping approaches to weight the missing observations (see

Section 4.1 for further detail).

By summing per-length conversion factors, the total survey

conversion factor was 0.346 with 95% confidence intervals of 0.301

and 0.389 (Figure 5). This gave a total survey biomass estimate of

4.78 million t (95%: 4.12 – 5.31 million t). It should be noted that

biomass variance presented here is derived from the krill length-

frequency distribution and length-wetmass relationships. Whilst

bootstrapping over trawl stations incorporates some element of

spatial variability, the spatial coverage of net samples is low

compared to the active acoustic transect effort; therefore, biomass

confidence intervals presented here do not account for variability in

sA from transects across the survey area (Jolly and Hampton, 1990).

Discrepancies in the length-frequency distribution collected by

differing trawl methods resulted in total survey biomass estimates of

4.68 million t (95%: 3.90 – 5.45 million t) from target trawls and

4.78 million t (95%: 3.95 – 5.53 million t) from routine trawls.

Although length-frequency distributions varied, the final total
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
survey biomass was not significantly different between the two net

sampling methods (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D = 0.103, p-value

= 0.883).

Using all net samples, the total survey conversion factors and

biomass estimates calculated here were marginally smaller than those

given by Cox et al. (2022) using traditional methods (Figure 5, C =

0.348, B = 4.8 million t). Although similar, differences between the

two methods of estimating biomass are likely the result of applying

generalized least squares fit to the length-wetmass relationship.
4 Discussion

Here we have successfully calculated per-length biomass

estimates for Antarctic krill and their associated uncertainty due

to net sampling. These methods are useful for models which require

empirical data to incorporate krill size as a parameter of ecosystem

processes. The uncertainty estimates enable researchers to assess the

utility of the per-length biomass estimates for their particular

purpose. Whilst we have provided biomass in 1 mm length bins,

the bin width can be tailored to suit the question or data in hand.

For example, length bins can be split into biologically relevant

ranges to suit the study species, e.g., age class 0 (furcilia and

juveniles): 8 – 24 mm (Siegel, 1987; Schaafsma et al., 2016;

Schaafsma et al., 2022). Further, should a paucity of data lead to

biomass confidence intervals too wide for the purpose in hand,

larger length bins may reduce the confidence interval width.
4.1 Modeling length to
wetmass relationships

Equality of variance is a key assumption of nonlinear least

squares. Increasing variability if wetmass with length indicates

standard nonlinear least squares may not be entirely appropriate

for this data. Such variability at larger lengths may be due to spatial

and temporal conditions or physiological behavior (Nahdi et al.,

2016). The generalized least squares fit accounted for this

heteroscedasticity and captured the nonlinear relationship

between length and wetmass measurements. This explains the

small deviations between the fit reported here and that of Cox

et al. (2022).

Fitting linear mixed effects models to the log transformed data

offers an alternative technique to determining a survey-specific

power law length-wetmass relationships on a broad spatial scale.

Trawl stations incorporated as a random effect would represent the

trawl variability and spatial heterogeneity in length-wetmass

relationships across the survey area. Noting also that linear mixed

effects models will require manual correction of biases associated

with log transforming data (Brodziak, 2012).

Nonparametric bootstraps are less robust when data contain a

small number of strongly influential observations, which may be

under- or over-represented in individual bootstrap samples (Efron,

2012). For net sample data containing trawls with highly variable

total krill counts, Bayesian bootstrap procedures (Rubin, 1981) may

be considered. The Bayesian bootstrap draws bootstrap samples by
FIGURE 5

Histogram of bootstrapped conversion factors (n = 2000 replicates)
for 1 mm krill length bins. Each realization was simply the sum of the
length-specific conversion factors with the point sum of conversion
factors (blue line), 95% confidence intervals (grey lines) and
conversion factor for Cox et al. (2022, red line) displayed.
FIGURE 4

Mean per-length conversion factors (left axis) and biomass (right
axis) with 95% confidence intervals (grey lines) determined from
non-parametric bootstrap simulations.
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up-weighting or down-weighting observations, but no observation

is ever entirely excluded from the sample and is therefore more

robust to strongly influential observations.
4.2 Sampling variability on
conversion factors

Because conversion factors are weighted by the length-

frequency distribution, net sampling techniques which bias krill

size will influence subsequent biomass calculations (Krag et al.,

2014). Heterogeneity and sorting mechanisms in krill length, sex

and stage have been observed amongst swarms, wherein swarms

comprise a narrow array of total lengths (Watkins et al., 1992;

Watkins, 1986; Watkins et al., 1990; Ricketts et al., 1992). While

systematic sampling of pre-defined routine trawl stations reduces

bias associated with swarm-sorting behaviors, net samples for

biomass estimates are often collected from target trawls, especially

when considering non-scientific surveys performed by fisheries

vessels. Responsive target trawls sample densely aggregating

swarms, whereas routine trawls may sample dispersed individuals

or scattering layers. Such variability is akin to target classification

methods using image cluster analysis such as the SHAPES

algorithm (Coetzee, 2000) which identify schooling or swarming

targets, compared to more generalized ‘dB-differencing’ techniques

(Korneliussen, 2018). Although the two net sampling strategies

produced variable length frequency distributions, differences were

not apparent in conversion factors and mean biomass estimates

from routine and target trawling in this study. However, the

variability of krill biomass introduced by differing trawl methods

and target classification techniques should be assessed across a

wider collection of surveys in the future.

Measurements from approximately 100 krill across 3 – 80

sampling events (net hauls) have been suggested to represent the

local population, with emphasis on maintaining a synoptic acoustic

survey (Watkins et al., 1990). Additionally, seasonal variability may

influence length-wetmass relationships. For example, gravid

females in summer have been observed as smaller in total length

than spent females (Watkins et al., 1992), which will bias a power

law length-wetmass relationship that does not explicitly account for

gravid krill. The application of this method is therefore dependent

on collection of spatially and seasonally representative length-

frequency datasets.

Uncertainty in per-length biomass estimates here are derived

from variability in the length-wetmass relationship and length

frequency distribution of krill collected through net sampling, yet

other sources of variability may also influence biomass estimates.

Krill total length is a key parameter in krill target strength models

(Greene et al., 1991), however acoustic material properties, shape

and orientation within the acoustic beam influence these estimates

(Demer and Conti, 2005, Lawson et al., 2006; Bairstow et al., 2021).

Conversion factors have demonstrated sensitivity to variability in

target strength, specifically from orientation (Bairstow et al., 2021;

Bairstow et al., 2022). Furthermore, net sampling has reduced

spatial coverage compared to acoustic data. Geostatistical

conditional simulations, whereby sA mean and standard deviation
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
is determined through kriging, offer an opportunity to incorporate

the spatial distribution of krill at the scale of an echo integration

interval (Gastauer et al., 2017; Bairstow et al., 2022). Combining

both the spatial variability of krill and variability in conversion

factors (through target strength and net sampling) will further

refine measures of uncertainty in per-length biomass estimates.
4.3 Applications and limitations

To our knowledge this is the first time krill biomass has been

presented as estimates on a per-length class basis with associated

estimates of uncertainty. Estimating biomass by length represents a

valuable opportunity to model size-specific processes and how these

relationships are expected to change under future environmental

pressures. Importantly, this statistical approach provides a means of

constraining size spectra model outputs by incorporating

uncertainty from net sampling into biomass estimates. At the

spatial scale of the krill biomass surveys this method could refine

ecosystem model outputs to the same scale e.g., 100,000 km2 - >1

million km2 (Meyer et al., 2020; Krafft et al., 2021; Cox et al., 2022).

Biomass by size also allows valuable predictions of

biogeochemical mechanisms such as carbon export and

micronutrient recycling through krill life cycles and movement

due to lateral advection (Veytia et al., 2021) and vertical migration

(Schmidt et al., 2011). For example, the volume of nutrient-rich

sinking fecal pellets (Pauli et al., 2021, Smith et al., submitted) and

size of exoskeletal moults (Cavan et al., 2019) is dependent on krill

size, therefore driving the concentration of nutrients and carbon

released into seawater. The approaches used in this study, may

provide population-level data towards models which explore the

influence of krill on their environment.

The prevalence of small krill lengths may indicate the presence

of juvenile krill (Fielding et al., 2014); this data is often used to infer

krill recruitment success, fisheries stock dynamics and to identify

key reproductive grounds (Kinzey et al., 2013, De la Mare, 1994;

Hill et al., 2016). Although, caution should be exercised when

differentiating sex and stage using size (as demonstrated by

overlap in Figure 2), as metabolic processes such as regression or

starvation may lead adults to shrink (Tarling et al., 2016).

Future surveys wishing to apply this technique should ensure

their data is sufficient to represent length-frequency distributions

across the entire survey area and minimize bias introduced by

spatial variability and swarm size-sorting. Wetmass may be

estimated from length data following relationships described by

Morris et al. (1998) or Hewitt et al. (2004). However, where

possible, studies should strive to obtain in situ measurements of

wetmass and derive their own survey-specific relationships. Under

these conditions, per-length biomass estimates, and associated

reliability may be determined for past and future acoustic surveys.
5 Conclusion

This research presents a method to calculate conversion factors

(and therefore biomass) for krill on a per-length basis with 95%
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confidence based on non-parametric bootstrapping and predictions

of wetmass from net samples. The technique uses nonlinear

generalized least squares to fit a length-wetmass relationship,

from which a conversion factor may be estimated for each length.

The methods presented here may be used on existing or future

acoustic surveys with net data to quantify the reliability of sub-

populations biomass estimates, providing empirical data to

ecosystem/size spectrum models and helping inform management

of the krill fishery.
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